
FORMATION
Module 3: Story



Welcome to Module 3

       Welcome to Module Three of Formation. This module focuses on preparing and sharing our
stories as a way to help us grow deeper in community with one another and further discover
and live out our purpose. 
 
We’ve prepared this participant guide to help you reflect on your life and begin to notice some
of the formative experiences that have shaped you. Scripture teaches us that God wastes
nothing in our lives. Everything that has happened to us, both good and bad, shapes us and can
be used for God’s glory (for examples see Genesis 50:19-20, Romans 8:28, and 2 Corinthians
1:3-7). As you reflect on your life, we pray that a few formative experiences rise to the surface
that you can explore further and then share with your group. We will guide you through how to
select and prepare these stories throughout this workbook. 
 
There are two main parts to this experience. First is preparing and telling your story. As you
reflect and prepare, we believe the Lord will lead you toward a deeper understanding of who
you are and how you have been created. He has given you specific gifts and skills. He has
placed you in this space and time in history. He has surrounded you with certain people. All of
this, when combined with your unique story, means that there are things that only you can do.
Scripture explicitly tells us that God has prepared good work in advance for us to do (Ephesians
2:10). Discovering and living out this good work is what missionary disciples are called to do.
Story can help us take a step forward in this discovery. 
 
The second part of this experience is about receiving and responding to the stories of others in
your group. Not only will you grow deeper in relationships as you listen to each other’s stories,
but you will also have the opportunity to speak truth into each other’s lives. This may take the
form of helping someone discover their unique purpose or perhaps it is simply the
encouragement needed to start or continue following where Jesus may be leading. Either way,
we believe prayerfully listening and responding to one another will lead us further along in
discovering and living out our purpose.  
 
This is what Formation is all about. We are excited for you to share your stories and further
discover your purpose.  
 
We are praying for you!  
 
The IBC Discipleship Team 



Group Guidelines

To listen well is to love well. This means we do not dominate the conversation or take the
conversation far off topic. We give everyone space to share stories and life. 

Formation groups are to be a safe place to share. This means we hold each other’s
confidences and do not share anything outside the group unless we have been given
express permission to do so. Because we are committed to confidentiality, we strive to be
vulnerable by sharing honestly and appropriately as we feel comfortable. 

It is not our job to solve or fix problems, give advice, or rescue others. We’re here to
encourage and love one another well. We seek to leave the work of transformation to God. 

We all come from different places, backgrounds, and perspectives. This diversity is a
beautiful picture of God’s design, thus we do our best to honor one another’s perspectives
and experiences in our conversations. 

In a Formation group we’re all responsible to share the load. Everyone has a part to play in
the life of the group!  Please refer to the group roles and best practices sheet you were
given at the end of Module 1 and hold one another accountable to fulfilling your
responsibilities. 

We are all called to care for one another by being attentive and available to each other.
Being part of a Formation group means we seek to care for one another well. 

We lovingly hold each other accountable by asking good questions and speaking the truth in
love. 

We recognize that not only are we are saved by grace, but we’re also transformed by grace.
Accordingly, we constantly point one another to Jesus. 

While we know life events happen that may necessitate missing a Formation group meeting,
we hold our group gathering times as a high priority in our lives. 

To help cultivate and foster authentic relationships in your Formation group, there are a few
expectations we ask everyone to commit to the following:



Session 1: The Place of Story in
Formation

 Heritage - Your family of origin. 
 Heroes - The people you look up to.
 High Points - Moments of joy.
 Hard Times - Difficult experiences.

Notes
 

"Our wisdom, in so far as it ought to be deemed true and solid wisdom, consists almost
entirely of two parts: the knowledge of God and of ourselves. But as these are connected
together by many ties, it is not easy to determine which of the two precedes, and gives birth
to the other." - John Calvin

We are profoundly shaped by our experiences. We come to know God and ourselves
more deeply by exploring the formative experiences and relationships. 

One of the frameworks for excavating our story is:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The process of sharing and hearing one another's stories helps us understand ourselves
more deeply, understand God more deeply, move into more authentic community, and
more clearly understand our purpose. 



Discussion Questions

When you think of some of the formative experiences or relationships that have shaped
you, what is one story that comes to mind? Briefly share this with your group.

Barry said that deep relationships are formed through shared experiences and shared
story. Where have you found this to be true in your own life? 

Prayer Requests



Session 2: Blessed, Broken, Given

Blessed - Moments of joy that mark our lives and point to God's blessing. 
Broken - Experiences of pain, loss, suffering, or struggle that have shaped us. 
Given - Ways we have been used by God in the lives of other people. 

Notes
 

“In his book Christ Plays in Ten Thousand Places, Eugene Peterson has observed that this
pattern of being blessed, broken, and given is at the heart of the Christian story. There he
rightly insists, ‘This is the shape of the Eucharist. This is the shape of the gospel. This is the
shape of the Christian life.’” - Barry Jones  

To explore our stories, we will use the format "Blessed, Broken, Given."

Note: If you haven't already, begin thinking about and working through the workbook
section at the end of this document. This will help you reflect on your own life and
prepare to share your story with the group. 



Discussion Questions

Read Matthew 14:13-21 and Matthew 26:26. Notice the blessed, broken, and given
actions in these passages. Reflecting on these verses, how else have you seen this
model of blessed, broken, and given play out? 

Have you ever shared your story with a small group of people before? If so, what was
that experience like? 

Is there anything that concerns you or makes you hesitant about entering into this
storytelling process? Takes some time to talk through these concerns or hesitations as a
group. Is there anything the group can commit to in order to make this process less
intimidating? Take a moment to review the group guidelines at the beginning of this
document. 

Prayer Requests



Session 3: Sharing, Listening, and
Responding

Prepare - Don't just "wing it."
Recommit to being a safe and confidential place.
Limit the sharing of your story to 20 minutes.

Be prayerful - Ask God to help you hear and be present with the other person.
Be open - Pay attention to your body language and don't imagine your rebuttal.
Put your phone away - Give one another your full attention during this time. 

What did you hear?
What did you connect with?
What do you believe the Holy Spirit would have you say in response?

Notes
 

When sharing your story, remember to:

When listening to others share, remember to:

When responding, remember to ask:



Discussion Questions

Sissy discussed some practices that can help us listen to each other well. Describe a
time where you shared vulnerably and were not listened to. What was that experience
like? How can this group avoid making those mistakes?

Barry shared three questions to help us when we respond to one another. Have you
used questions like these before? How will these questions help frame how you
respond to one another? 

Prayer Requests



Session 4: Connecting Story to
Purpose

Help us see things in our story that we may not see.
Help us identify our purpose.
Speak courageously into our lives.
Hold us accountable to pursuing and living out our purpose.

Notes
 

We are all shaped by the stories we live and the stories we live into.

Being a disciple of Jesus means being with Jesus, to become like Jesus, and to carry on
Jesus' work in the world. So living our purpose involves understanding where our story
fits into God's big story.

Noticing the themes that run through out story help us discover our unique, God-given
purpose. 

We need to work through our stories in community because they:



Discussion Questions

Why do you think we need others to help us discover and live out our purpose? Have
you seen this need in your own life? 

Have you had an experience where others have given your courage to step out and do
something you felt you should do? What happened? 

If you haven't already, spend some time planning who will be sharing their stories and
when. 

Prayer Requests



Workbook: Your Story

Each time your Formation group meets one person will tell their story using the blessed,
broken, and given model that was introduced earlier in this module. While each of us
can come up with many stories from our lives that fit these three areas, we want to be
prayerful about which stories the Lord is leading us to share. Thus, we’ve created this
tool to help you reflect upon your life, select your stories, and prepare them. 

Step 1: Reflecting on your life

Spend about an hour (broken into a few sittings if needed) working through the
following activity. 

This step is intended to help you begin the process of reflecting back over your life. Try
not to get bogged down in too much detail in this step. In the next steps you will come
back to these pages to decide which stories to share and thus which stories you will
spend more time reflecting upon.  
 
To start, divide your life into six roughly equal age groupings. For example, if you are
72, you will reflect on 12-year age spans (birth-12, 12-24, 24-36, 36-48, 48-60, 60-72).
If you are 38, you will reflect on six to seven-year age spans (birth-6, 6-12, 12-18, 18-
24, 24-31, 31-38). 
 
At the top of each page fill in the ages you are reflecting on. Then use the questions to
help you think through that stage of your life and some of the significant things that
happened. You do not have to answer every question, just the ones that assist you in
remembering. We recommend that you do a few of these per sitting and spend about
10 minutes on each age breakdown. 



Age Group 1: 

Heritage:
Where did you live and who did you live with?

What was it like?

What significant events happened (salvation, marriage, divorce, births, deaths, graduations, a
move, etc.)?

Heroes:
Who were some of the positive people impacting your life during this time?

High Points:
What were some of the high points in this period?



 
Hard Times:
What were some hard things that happened in this period?

Given:
What were some experiences during this time where you felt God used you in the lives
of others?

Other:
Is there anything else that stands out about this time?



Age Group 2: 

Heritage:
Where did you live and who did you live with?

What was it like?

What significant events happened (salvation, marriage, divorce, births, deaths, graduations, a
move, etc.)?

Heroes:
Who were some of the positive people impacting your life during this time?

High Points:
What were some of the high points in this period?



 
Hard Times:
What were some hard things that happened in this period?

Given:
What were some experiences during this time where you felt God used you in the lives
of others?

Other:
Is there anything else that stands out about this time?



Age Group 3: 

Heritage:
Where did you live and who did you live with?

What was it like?

What significant events happened (salvation, marriage, divorce, births, deaths, graduations, a
move, etc.)?

Heroes:
Who were some of the positive people impacting your life during this time?

High Points:
What were some of the high points in this period?



 
Hard Times:
What were some hard things that happened in this period?

Given:
What were some experiences during this time where you felt God used you in the lives
of others?

Other:
Is there anything else that stands out about this time?



Age Group 4: 

Heritage:
Where did you live and who did you live with?

What was it like?

What significant events happened (salvation, marriage, divorce, births, deaths, graduations, a
move, etc.)?

Heroes:
Who were some of the positive people impacting your life during this time?

High Points:
What were some of the high points in this period?



 
Hard Times:
What were some hard things that happened in this period?

Given:
What were some experiences during this time where you felt God used you in the lives
of others?

Other:
Is there anything else that stands out about this time?



Age Group 5: 

Heritage:
Where did you live and who did you live with?

What was it like?

What significant events happened (salvation, marriage, divorce, births, deaths, graduations, a
move, etc.)?

Heroes:
Who were some of the positive people impacting your life during this time?

High Points:
What were some of the high points in this period?



 
Hard Times:
What were some hard things that happened in this period?

Given:
What were some experiences during this time where you felt God used you in the lives
of others?

Other:
Is there anything else that stands out about this time?



Age Group 6: 

Heritage:
Where did you live and who did you live with?

What was it like?

What significant events happened (salvation, marriage, divorce, births, deaths, graduations, a
move, etc.)?

Heroes:
Who were some of the positive people impacting your life during this time?

High Points:
What were some of the high points in this period?



 
Hard Times:
What were some hard things that happened in this period?

Given:
What were some experiences during this time where you felt God used you in the lives
of others?

Other:
Is there anything else that stands out about this time?



Step 2: Blessed, Broken, and Given Stories
 

Spend about 30 minutes working through the following activity. 

Begin by praying and asking the Lord to draw your attention to what he wants you to
notice in your life. Next, take a few minutes to look back over the memories you wrote
down for each of your six age breakdowns and complete the lists below: 
 
Three instances of blessing (places where or times when you’ve been or felt blessed
through an experience, person, or circumstance): 

     1. 

     2. 

     3. 

Three instances of brokenness (places where or times when you’ve experienced
struggle, loss, failure, or pain): 

     1. 

     2. 

     3. 



 
Three instances of giving (places where or times when you have used your gifts, talents,
time, energy or passions to make a positive impact on people around you for God’s
glory): 

     1. 

     2. 

     3. 

Finally, go back over these lists and ask the Lord which stories he wants you to develop
and share with your group. Place a star by one story from each category above that you
felt led to share.



Step 3: Prepare Your Story
 

Spend about 30 minutes working through the following activity. 

Spend some time writing out what you want to share with your group about each story.
We recommend that you jot down some of the main points of the story so you don’t
forget them when you start telling the story. Remember, you are with friends. This is
not a formal presentation—this is your story. There is no right or wrong or perfect way
to do it.  
 
As you prepare, keep in mind that you will only have about 20 minutes total to share
your stories with your group. We ask you to adhere to this time limit so the group has
adequate time to respond to your story and so the other elements of the Formation
group time can happen (sharing a meal or snacks, prayer requests and prayer, and
discussing one of the five rhythms of a missionary disciple). 
 
We strongly encourage you to set a timer on your phone to help you monitor the time.
For some of us, the time will fly by, and we will need to pace ourselves to make sure we
stay on track to get to the main points for each story. For others of us, the time will
seem to stretch longer, and we will have space to expand and tell a few more details.
Setting a timer will help you monitor the time and stay on pace to not feel rushed or
cut-off. 

Feel free to use the following pages to write your story, but you can also use your own
journal, notebook, or type your thoughts if that is better for you. 



My Blessed Story:



My Broken Story:



My Given Story:



Listening Notes

Remember to listen prayerfully and openly to each other. Before you begin, pray not
only for the storyteller but also for the listeners by asking the Holy Spirit to draw each
person’s attention to what he would have them notice about the story. Use the
following pages to jot down any notes you may have. Remember the three questions
we will be using: What did you hear? What did you connect with? What do you believe
the Holy Spirit have you say in response?

_______________'s Story:

_______________'s Story:



 
_______________'s Story:

_______________'s Story:

_______________'s Story:



 
_______________'s Story:

_______________'s Story:

_______________'s Story:



 
_______________'s Story:

_______________'s Story:

_______________'s Story:


